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Let M be a centred bimodule over a prime ring R. In this paper we define and 
study a very useful class of sub-bimodules of M: the class of closed sub- 
bimodules. There is a canonical torsion-free extension of M to a Q-bimodule M* 
which is always free over Q, where Q is the complete ring of right quotients of R. 
We prove that closed sub-bimodules of M are in one-to-one correspondence with 
closed sub-bimodules of M*. The results are applied to study the torsion-free rank 
of a sub-bimodule of M and to study non-singular and strongly closed sub-bimod- 
ules. Also, the results are applied to study prime ideals in centred extensions and 
intermediate extensions. In particular, we complete and extend the results ob- 
tained in [M. Ferrero, J. Algebra 148 (1992), 1-16]. © 1995 Academic Press. Inc. 
0. INTRODUCTION 
Prime ideals in ring extensions R __c_ S have been studied extensively in 
recent years. For example, when the extension is finite and generated by a 
set of R-centralizing elements, S is called a liberal extension [20, 21]. A 
normalizing extension is again a finite extension which is generated by a 
set of R-normalizing generators [10-12, 16]. Also, prime ideals in more 
general types of extensions (not necessarily finite) have been considered 
(e.g., [1-3, 7, 9, 14, 17-19]). 
In particular, the author in [4, 5] studied prime ideals in polynomial 
rings and in free centred extensions. The method developed in these 
papers allows us to obtain precise information in infinite dimensional 
situations. Actually, a more general class of ideals called the closed ideals 
is studied and the results on prime ideals are obtained as applications of 
the general results. Closed ideals have also been used to study prime 
ideals in Ore extensions [3, 7, 14]. 
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It turns out that the method developed in [5] can be extended to study 
submodules of (not necessarily free) centred bimodules over prime rings. 
The purpose of this paper is just to study closed submodules in this kind of 
bimodules. In this way we obtain results which can be applied to the 
theory of modules as well as to ring extensions. In particular, we extend all 
the results in [5]. 
Let R be a prime ring and let M be an R-bimodule. Following [20], we 
say that M is a centred bimodule over R if there exists a generating set of 
R-centralizing elements; i.e., there exists X= (xi)i~ a c_M such that 
M = ~i~aRxi  and ax~ = xia , for every a ~ R, i ~ Y2. Throughout this 
paper, submodule of M means sub-bimodule, unless otherwise stated. 
In Section 1, we define the closure [N]p of N in P, where N _c P are 
submodules of M. We say that N is closed in P if [N]p = N. Then we 
study closed submodules and we obtain some useful characterization of 
this kind of submodules. This characterization is given via a free submod- 
ule L of M which is "dense" in M. Thus the description of closed 
submodules can always be reduced to the free case. The introduction of 
this "dense" free submodule of M and the characterization of [N] ,  are 
the main results of this section. 
In Section 2 we study the extension of closed submodules from M to 
M*, a canonical extension of M to a centred bimodule over Q, where Q is 
the maximal ring of right quotients of R. Corresponding to M* we have 
also a C-vector space V, where C is the extended centroid of R. The main 
result here is a one-to-one correspondence between the closed submod- 
ules of M, M*, and the subspaces of V. There is another interesting result 
in this section; the Q-module M* is always free. This result says, loosely 
speaking, that a torsion-free bimodule M over a prime ring R is always 
free when considered as a Q-bimodule. 
In Section 3 we obtain the first applications. We show that the torsion- 
free rank of a submodule N of M introduced in [20] reduces to the 
dimension of a C-vector space. As a consequence this notion becomes 
more tractable. 
In Section 4 we study non-singular and strongly closed submodules of 
M. It follows that R is a prime non-singular ring if and only if every closed 
submodule N of P is non-singular in P (i.e., Z(P /N)  = 0). A similar 
result is obtained concerning strongly prime rings and strongly closed 
submodules. 
In Section 5 we study centred extensions of prime rings R and interme- 
diate extensions, i.e., subrings W of S containing R. In this case we show 
that S* is an extension of Q and the restriction V of S* to a C-vector 
space is an algebra over C. Also, if W is an intermediate xtension, W* 
and W* n V are also rings and the one-to-one correspondence between 
closed submodules of them preserves closed ideals and closed prime 
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ideals. Every R-disjoint prime ideal of S is closed, but we do not know 
whether the same is true for an intermediate extension. 
In Section 6 we apply the former results to study strongly prime, 
non-singular prime, and primitive ideals. We prove that if R is a strongly 
prime (resp. non-singular prime, primitive) ring and W is an intermediate 
extension, then every ideal P of W which is maximal with respect to 
P ¢7 R = 0 is strongly prime (resp. non-singular, primitive). Also, under 
the same assumption we prove that every closed prime ideal P of W is 
strongly prime (resp. non-singular), provided that W c_ Vs(X) , where 
Vs(X) is the centralizer of X in S. 
In Section 7 we study prime ideals and radicals, under some finiteness 
conditions. In particular, we obtain that if W is an intermediate extension 
of finite rank, then every R-disjoint prime ideal P of W is closed and 
maximal with respect o the condition P n R = 0. Also, if W is torsion-free 
the prime radical of W is nilpotent and a finite intersection of minimal 
prime ideals. We have a similar result for the prime radical of a so-called 
almost finite extension. 
Finally, in Section 8 we apply the former results to an arbitrary centred 
extension of a (not necessarily prime) ring R. 
This paper is reasonably self-contained. It is clearly a natural sequel of 
[5], but except for some facts which are based on that paper no heavy 
machinery is needed. Throughout, R is always a prime ring, except in 
Section 8, and M is a centred bimodule over R with X = (xi)i~ ~ as a set 
of R-centralizing enerators. As we have already said, submodule means 
sub-bimodule. The notations c and D will mean strict inclusions. 
1. CLOSED SUBMODULES 
Following [5], for submodules N G P we define the closure of N in P 
by 
[N]p = [N]  = {x E P: there exists 0 :~ H <~ R such that xH c N}. 
We will omit the subscript P when there is no possibility of misunder- 
standing. 
It is clear that the closure [N]p  of N in P is a submodule of M with 
N c_ [N]p cP .  A submodule N of P is said to be closed in P if 
[N]e = N. 
As in [5], the first thing we will do is obtain a good characterization f 
[N]. We begin with the case of a free centred bimodule which is similar to 
the one developed in [5]. 
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Assume that M is free over R with the central iz ing basis E = (ei)s~e2. 
Any x ~ M can be uniquely written as a finite sum x = E7=tases, where 
a s ~ R. The e-coefficient of x will somet imes be denoted by x(e),  i.e., for 
x given above x(e  s) = a s, for i = 1, 2 . . . . .  n. The support  of x is def ined as 
usual by supp(x)  = {e ~ E: x(e)  4: 0}. 
Let N be a submodule  of M. A non-zero e lement  x ~ N is said to be of 
minimal  support  in N if for every y ~ N with supp(y)  c supp(x)  we have 
y = 0. We denote by m(N)  the set of all the e lements  of minimal support  
in N. The minimal i ty of N is def ined by Min(N)  = {supp(x): x ~ m(N)}.  
For  F ~ Min(N)  and e ~ F we denote  by Or .e (N)  the ideal of R defined 
by Or .e (N)  = {a ~ R; there exists x ~ N with supp(x)  c F and x(e)  = a}. 
The following results can be proved in a similar way as in [5, Section 1]. 
We include a proof  here for the sake of completeness.  
LEMMA 1.1. Let M be a free centred bimodule oeer R and N c P 
submodules o f  M. We have 
(i) M in ( [N]p)  = Min(N) .  
(ii) For any x ~ [N]p  there exists a non-zero ideal H of  R such that for 
euery y ~ [ N ]p with supp(y)  _ supp(x)  we haue yH cc_ N. 
Proof. (i) Take x ~ [N]p and let H be a non-zero ideal of R with 
xHcc_N. Since R is pr ime there exists b ~H such that xb ~ O. Since 
supp(xb)  _ supp(x)  and N c_ [N]p we easily obtain Min( [N]p)  = Min(N) .  
(ii) Suppose that x = ale I + " "  +ane n, where F = supp(x)= 
{e I. . . . .  e,,} and assume that O v~ supp(y)_c  supp(x) .  If F~ Min(N) ,  
then supp(y)  = F.  Take a non-zero ideal F of R such that xF c_ N and 
write y = ble I + • • • +b,,e,,, 0 4: b i ~ R, i = 1 . . . . .  n. Thus for every r 
R we have yra I - blrX ~ [N]p  and supp(yra I - blrx)  c_ {e 2 . . . . .  e,,}. 
Hence yra I = blrx and consequent ly Ra lF  c_ N. Then it is enough to 
take H = RaIF.  
Now we use induction on n to show the assertion. If n = 1 we are done 
from the first part.  So we may assume n > 1 and there exists z ~ m(N)  
with supp(z )cF ,  say, z = cle 1 +. . .  +ctet, t < n. By the induction 
assumption there exists a non-zero ideal F of R such that uF_  N, for 
every v ~ [N]p with supp(v)  c F.  As above write y = ble I + " "  +b,,e,,. 
If b I v~0 we put v r=yrc  l -b l r z  E [N]p ,  r~R.  Since supp(v r ) _  
{e z . . . . .  e t} we have VrF c_ N and consequent ly rc lF c_ N. The same is 
clearly true if b I = 0. Therefore  yRClF c_ N and (ii) follows. 
THEOREM 1.2. Let M be a free centred bimodule over R and N c_ P 
submodules o f  M. Then [ N ]p is the largest submodule K of  P which contains 
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N and satisfies Min(K)  = Min(N) .  Also, IN ]  is closed and, moreover, it is 
the smallest closed submodule of P which contains N. In particular, [N]  is 
the unique closed submodule of P which contains N and satisfies Min([ N ]) 
= Min(N) .  
Proof To show the first part  we take a submodule  K of P such that 
N _ K and Min(K)  = Min(N)  and we argue as in Lemma 1.1(ii). So for 
any y ~ K we find a non-zero ideal H of R with yH c_ N. Consequent ly  
K c_ [N]e. Now, since Min(N)  = Min( [N])  = Min([[N]])  we have [[N]] = 
[N];  i.e., [N]  is closed. The rest is clear. 
Now we return to the general  case. An e lement  x ~ M is said to be a 
torsion e lement  if there exists a non-zero ideal H of  R with xH = O. Thus 
the torsion e lements  of  M are the e lements  of the submodule  [0] M of M. 
We will see soon that this definit ion agrees with the one given in ([20], 
Section 1). 
The submodule N of M is said to be tors ion-free (resp. torsion), if 
[0] u = 0 (resp. [0] N = N).  
If  every generator  x i of M, i ~ .(2, is a torsion element,  then M is a 
torsion bimodule.  Thus [0] e = P, for every submodule  P of M. It follows 
that P is the unique closed submodule  of P. Consequent ly,  it is natural  to 
assume that there exist generators  of M which are not torsion elements.  It 
is easy to see that any such a generator  is an e lement  of M which is free 
over R. 
Hereafter ,  we assume that M is not a torsion bimodule.  Consequent ly,  
by Zorn 's  lemma there exists a subset E = (Xj)j~ A of X which is a 
maximal R - independent  subset of  X. Denote  by L the (free) submodule  
of  M which has E as a central iz ing basis. There  is a nice relat ion between 
M and L. 
LEMMA 1.3. Take any y ~ M. Then there exists a non-zero ideal H of  R 
such that yH c_ L and Hy c_ L. Moreover, if we choose a representation ofy 
as ~= ~bix i, b i ~ R, we may choose the ideal H depending only on the set 
{x~, x2 . . . . .  x .}.  
Proof. Suppose that x ~ X and x ~ E. By the maximal i ty of E there 
exist x 1 . . . .  , x t in E such that {x 1 . . . .  , x t, x} is l inearly dependent  over R. 
Then there exist a 1 . . . . .  at, a in R with alx 1 +. . .  +atx t +ax=O,  
a 4: 0. Thus xRaR c_ ~=lXiRai R c L, where RaR is a non-zero ideal 
of R. 
Now, take y = ET=lbixi, b i ~ R. We may assume x I . . . . .  x s are in E 
and x,+~ . . . .  , x n are not in E. As above we find non-zero ideals H i of R 
= . . ,  = n H such that x iH ic_L ,  j s+l , .  n. Hence the ideal H f3i=s+ ~ 
satisfies the required condit ions. 
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Let N ___ P be submodules of M. We say that N is a dense submodule 
of P if [N]p = P. Equivalently, for every x ~ P there exists a non-zero 
ideal H of R with xH c_ N. 
From the above it is clear that for every centred bimodule M over R 
there exists a dense submodule L which is free over R. We will refer to it 
as a free dense submodule of M. 
In [20], an element x ~ M is said to be a torsion element if there are 
non-zero ideals A and B of R such that AxB = 0. As a first application of 
the existence of a free dense submodule we show a result which implies, in 
particular, that our definition is equivalent o this one. For liberal bimod- 
ules this equivalence was proved in [20, Lemma 1.4]. We have 
COROLLARY 1.4. Let N be a submodule of M and x ~ M. Then the 
following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) There exists a non-zero ideal H of R such that xH c_ N. 
(ii) There exists a non-zero ideal F of R such that Fx c_ N. 
(iii) There are non-zero Meals A and B of R such that AxB c_ N. 
Proof. If  the factor bimodule M/N is a torsion bimodule, then the 
three conditions above are automatically satisfied. So we may assume 
there exists a free dense submodule L of M~ N. Also, by factoring out N 
we may assume N = 0. 
Let AxB = 0, where A and B are non-zero ideals of R. By Lemma 1.3 
there exists 0 4= H <1 R with xH c_ L. Then AxHB = 0 and since L is free 
and R is prime we obtain xH = 0. Thus (iii) ~ (i). The converse is clear 
and the proof  of the equivalence (ii) ~ (iii) is similar. 
Remark 1.5. As in [5] we can define [N]  in a dual way. In fact, by 
Corollary 1.4 we have 
[N]p  = {x ~ P :  there exists 0 ~ H <~ R such that Hx c_ N} 
= {x  ~ P :  there are non-zero ideals A and B of R with AxB c N}. 
LEMMA 1.6. Assume that N c P are submodules of M such that N is 
dense in P. Then for any submodule K of P we have [ K ]p = [ K n N] e. 
Proof. It is clear that [K n N]p C [K]p. Take x ~ [K]p. Then x ~ P 
and xH c K for a non-zero ideal H of R. Also, there exists a non-zero 
ideal F of R such that xFc_N.  Then x(HAF)  c_ (KAN)  and so 
x ~ [K n N]p. 
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Now we can obtain the following interesting result. 
THEOREM 1.7. Assume that N c_ P are submodules of M such that N is 
dense in P. Then there is a one-to-one correspondence b tween the set of all 
the closed submodules of P and the set of all the closed submodules of N. 
Moreover, this correspondence associates the closed submodule K of P with 
the closed submodule I of N if K O N = I (equivalently K = [l]p). 
Proof. If K is a closed submodule of P, then K n N is clearly a closed 
submodule of N and by the former lemma we have [K n N] e = [K] e = K. 
Conversely, assume that I is a closed submodule of N and put K = [I]p. 
Then KON=I  and [K] P=[KON]P=[ I ]e=K;  i.e., K is closed 
in P. 
The following is clear: 
COROLLARY 1.8. Assume that P is a submodule of M and L is a free 
dense submodule of M. Then 
(i) [0] MAL  =0.  
(ii) There is a one-to-one correspondence via contraction between the 
set of all the closed submodules of P and the set of all the closed submodules 
of PnL .  
(iii) P g~ [0] M if and only if P N L ~ O. 
Now we can give a description of the closure [N]p of a submodule N of 
P, combining the results of Theorems 1.2 and 1.7. Choose a free dense 
submodule L of M with the basis E. For a submodule N of P we define 
the E-minimality of N as the minimality of the submodule N n L of L. 
That  is, M ine(N)  = Min(N  n L). We have Mine( [N]  P) = 
Min([N]p n L) = Min([N n L] e n L) = Min([N n L]pn L) = Min(N n 
L) = Mine(N).  
The following is now clear: 
THEOREM 1.9. Assume that N G P are submodules of M and let L be a 
free dense submodule of M with the centralizing basis E. Then [ N]p is the 
largest submodule K of P which contains N and satisfies Mine(K)  = 
Mine(N).  Also, [NIp is closed in P and, moreover, it is the smallest closed 
submodule of P which contains N. In particular, [N]p is the unique 
submodule of P containing N and satisfying Mine[N]  e = Mine(N).  
In the proof of Theorem 1.2 we show that if K is a submodule of P 
such that K ___ N and Min(K) = Min(N) we have K _ [N]. Actually, as 
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was pointed out in [5], we need only that K be a right (or left) submodule 
(see the remark preceding Corollary 1.6 in [5]). Thus we have 
COROLLARY 1.10. Assume K c_ N c_ P are submodules of M, I is a right 
(or left) submodule of P containing N, and E is a basis of a free dense 
submodule of M. Then 
(i) [K]p c_ [N]p. In addition, if MinE(K) = MinE(N), then [K] e = 
[U]p. 
(ii) I f  N is closed in P and MinE(I)  = MinE(N), then I = N. 
The following corollary is very useful. First, suppose that a free dense 
submodule L of M has been chosen. For an element x ~ L we denote by 
supp(x) the support of x with respect to the basis E. Let N be a 
submodule of M. An element x ~ L is said to be a remainder modulo N 
if for every y ~ N n L with supp(y) c_ supp(x) we necessarily have y = 0. 
COROLLARY 1.11. Let N be a submodule of M which is closed in P. I f  K 
is a right (or left) submodule of P such that K ~ N, then there exists 
x ~ m(L  n K)  which is a remainder modulo N. 
Proof Note that if N=0,  then K~0 (so KNL  ~0)  and every 
element 0 4: x ~ K o L is a remainder modulo N. So we may assume 
N¢0.  
By way of contradiction, if for every x ~ m(L  n K)  there exists 0 ¢ y 
N n L with supp(y)c  supp(x), it follows that supp(y)= supp(x), be- 
cause N_  K, and hence y ~ m(N n L). Consequently, MinE(K) = 
MinE(N) and we obtain K = N, by Corollary 1.10(ii). 
Now we compare our definition with the one given in [8, p. 18]. Let C 
be a right R-module and let A be a submodule of C. We say that A is a 
closed submodule of C in the sense of [8] (G-closed, for short) if A has no 
proper essential extensions inside of C. We have 
COROLLARY 1.12. Let N c P be submodules of M. 
(i) I f  N is closed in P, then N is G-closed in P. 
(ii) I f  P is torsion-free and N is G-closed in P, then N is closed in P. 
Proof (i) Assume that N is a closed submodule of P but is not 
G-closed in P. Then there exists a right submodule K of P which is an 
essential extension f N. By Corollary 1.11, there exists x ~ m(K  n L) 
which is a remainder modulo N, where L is a free dense submodule of M. 
Then xR ¢ O and so xR n N ¢ O. Take a ~Rsuchthat0  exa  ~ N A L. 
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Since supp(xa) _c supp(x) it follows that x is not a remainder module N, 
a contradiction. 
(ii) If K is a non-zero right submodule of [N] e, we choose any 
0 4: x ~ K. Then there exists a non-zero ideal H of R with xH c_ K ¢q N. 
Since P is torsion-free we have K n N ~ 0. Thus [N]p is an essential 
extension of N and so N = [N]p. 
The proof of the following lemma is straightforward. 
LEMMA 1.13. Let M and M'  be two centred bimodules and q~: M ~ M'  
and epimorphism of R-bimodules. I f  N'  c P' are submodules of M', N = 
~o - I(N'), and P = q~- l(p,), we have IN]  e = q~- I([N']p,). In particular, N is 
closed in P if and only if N'  is closed in P'. 
Remark 1.14. The above lemma allows us to make a reduction when 
we want to study the lattice of closed submodules of P ___ M. In fact, since 
[0]p ___ [N]p, for every submodule N ___ P, we may factor out [0] M and 
assume that M is torsion-free. With this reduction, the lattice of closed 
submodules of any submodule P of M is just the lattice of G-closed 
submodules. 
Remark 1.15. Another consequence of lemma 1.13 is that it gives an 
alternative way to describe the closure [N]p of a submodule N of P. In 
fact, choose a free bimodule S over R with the basis E = (ei)i~ n and 
consider the canonical epimorphism ~0: S ~ M given by ~o(e i) = x i, i ~ O. 
Since there is a one-to-one correspondence between the set of all the 
closed submodules of P c_ M and the set of all the closed submodules of 
~o- l (p)  ___ S which contain Ker ~o, the description of the closure in the free 
case gives a description for the general case. For example, the minimality 
of N may be defined as Min(q~-l(N)), and so on. 
2. ENLARGING AND CONTRACTING CLOSED SUBMODULES 
Let Q be the maximal (complete) right quotient ring of R [22, Chap. IX; 
13, Section 4.3]. We say that T is a ring of right quotients of R if T is a 
subring of Q containing R. The extended centroid of R is the center of Q. 
We denote it here by C. For the basic properties we will use here the 
reader can see [4, Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2]. 
Following [5, Section 2], the purpose of this section is to extend the 
bimodule M to a Q-bimodule M* and then to contract M* to a vector 
space V over C. We will show that there is a one-to-one correspondence 
between the closed submodules of M, M*, and V. 
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We point out that we could reduce this study to the Martindale ring of 
right quotients of R, but we prefer to work with Q. We begin this section 
with the following particular case. 
2.1. Free Case 
Let L be a free centred bimodule with the centralizing basis E = 
(e i ) i~2.  Denote by L* the free Q-bimodule Y: i~  ~ Qei, where E = 
(e i ) i~  is a centralizing basis of L*. For any subset S of Q, put L~ = 
Z~aSe i .  In particular, L~. is a vector space over C with the basis 
E = (ei)i~ a. We denote L~- by V. Also, if T is any ring of right quotients 
of R, L~- is a free T-bimodule with the same basis E and L ___ L.~-_c L*. 
Finally, L% = L. 
The proofs of the following results are similar to the proofs given in 
[5, Section 2]. However, we include them here for the sake of complete- 
ness. Also we include a complete proof of Theorem 2.5 because this case 
is more general than the one given in [5] and because something seems to 
be wrong in the proof of [5, Theorem 2.5]. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let N be a submodule o f  L, F ~ Min(N),  and e ~ F. Then 
there exists a unique element mr.  e ~ V such that for  et,ery x ~ N with 
supp(x)  = F we have x =mr ,  ex(e)  = x (e )mr ,  e. Moreot~er, supp(mr.  ~) = 
F and mr,~(e)  = 1. 
Proof. Put H = Okr.e(N)'~ R and F = {e t, e 2 . . . . .  e,,}, where e I = e. If 
a ~ H there exists a unique x = E~'=laiei ~ N with a I = a and a i ~ R, 
i = 2 . . . . .  n. Thus the map ai: H ~ R defined by ai(a)  = a i is a (well- 
defined) R-bimodule map. Hence there exist ci ~ C with cia = ai, for 
i = 1 . . . . .  n, where c I = 1. We write mr.  ,, = S,'/=lciei and we easily see 
that mr.  ~ satisfies all the required conditions. 
Given a submodule N of L we denote by Mc(N)  the set of all the 
elements mr.  e constructed in Lemma 2.1, where F ~ Min(N)  and e ~ F. 
So Mc(N)  c_ V and for every m ~ Mc(N)  there exists a non-zero ideal H 
of R with mH = Hm c N. Also, for every x ~ m(N)  we have x = am, for 
some m ~ Mc(N)  and a ~ R. 
Let T be any ring of right quotients of R and let N be a T-submodule 
of L~-. General izing a former definition, we say that an element 0 4= x ~ L* 
is a remainder modulo N if for every y ~ N with supp(y)  _c supp(x) we 
have y = 0. 
Now, consider N c_P submodules of L~-. We denote by [N]T, e the 
closure o fN in  Pandweput  N 0=NnL_CP0= PNL . I fN=0, then  
[N]T. e = 0. Thus we assume N 4: 0. So N o is clearly a non-zero R- 
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submodule of L and Min(N 0) = Min(N).  Also, Mc(N o) is defined as 
above. Under  this notation we have 
LEMMA 2.2. Let x ~ L*. Then there exist elements qi ~ Q, mi ~ Mc(No) ,  
i = 1, 2 . . . . .  n, and y ~ L* such that x = En=lq imi  + y, where either y = 0 
or y is a remainder modulo N. 
Proof  If  x is a remainder modulo N there is nothing to prove. 
Suppose that x is not a remainder modulo N and put supp(x)  = F. Then 
there exists O = .F 1 _c lr' such that F l ~ M in(N)  = Min(N0). Take e I ~ F 1 
and write m I = mr, e~ ~ Mc(No) .  Thus Yl = x - x (e l )m I satisfies Yl(el) 
= 0 and so supp(y' l) c F. We complete the proof  using an induction 
argument. 
LEMMA 2.3. Let N be a T-submodule o f  L* r and x ~ L*. Then the 
following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) x ~ QMc(No) .  
(ii) There exists a dense right ideal J o f  R with xJ  c_ N o. 
In addition, i f  x ~ L* r the above conditions are also equivalent o 
(iii) There exists a non-zero ideal H o f  T with xH U N. 
Proof  Suppose x = ET= lqimi, qi ~ Q, mi ~ Mc(No) ,  i = 1 . . . .  , n. 
Then there exists a dense right ideal F and a non-zero ideal H of R such 
that qi F c_ R and mi l l  U No, i = 1 . . . . .  n. Thus xFH cc_ N o and FH is a 
dense right ideal of R. Conversely, write x = E~=,q~m~ +y,  q~ ~ Q, 
m': ~ Mc(No) ,  j = 1 . . . . .  t and either y = 0 or y is a remainder modulo 
N. Suppose that there exists a dense right ideal J of  R with xJ _ N 0. We 
easily see that y ( J  CI J ' )  c No, where J '  is a dense right ideal of R with 
(Y'.~.=lq~m~)J' c_N o. Hence y( J  :h J ' )  = 0 and therefore y = 0. Thus x 
QMc(  No). 
Assume that x ~ L~. We easily see that with the same notation as in 
Lemma 2.2 we obtain x = ET=lqimi + y, where qi E TC and y ~ L~c.  
Now we complete the proof  using similar arguments as in the first part. 
As an immediate consequence of Lemma 2.3 we have 
COROLLARY 2.4. Assume N c_ P are T-submodules o f  L* T, N o = N v~ L,  
and Po = P C~ L. Then we have [N]T, P = QMc(N o) N P and this submod- 
ule is also equal to the set o f  all the elements x ~ P such that there exists a 
dense right ideal J o f  R with xJ  c_ N o. 
Note that if R is a simple ring, every submodule of M is closed in M. 
Then the set of all the C-subspaces of V coincides with the set of all the 
closed subspaces of V. 
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Now we can obtain one of the main results of this section. In the proof 
we will use freely the former results. 
THEOREM 2.5. Let T be a ring of right quotients of R, let L be a free 
centred bimodule over R, and suppose that P is a submodule of L* T. Then 
there is a one-to-one correspondence between th  following: 
(i) The set of all the submodules of L which are closed submodules of 
PAL .  
(ii) The set of all the submodules of L~ which are closed submodules 
of P. 
(iii) The set of all the C-subspaces of CMc(Po). 
Moreover, this correspondence associates the closed submodule N of 
Po = P n L with the closed submodule N* of P and the subspace K of 
CMc(P o) if N* A L = N and N* = QK N P. 
Proof If  N cP  is a submodule of L~r which is closed in P and 
N 0=NNL ~Po= PAL ,  we have N=[N]7-p= QMc(N o) nP .  Then 
[No]R.p, , = QMc(N o) n Po = N A Po = N A L = N o . So N O is closed in 
P0. If N '  is another closed submodule of P with N'  n L = N o we have 
N' = [N']r, p = QMc(N o) n P = N. 
On the other hand, let I be a submodule of L which is closed in P0- 
Then N = QMc( I )  n P is a submodule of L~ which is contained in P 
and N o = N n L = QMc( I )  n P0 = [I]R.eo = I. Thus N = QMc(N o) n P 
and so N is a closed submodule of P with N N L = I. This establishes the 
correspondence between (i) and (ii). 
To complete the proof it is enough to show the one-to-one correspon- 
dence between (ii) and (iii) for T = Q and under the assumption that P is 
closed in L*. In fact, we may assume P is closed in L~ by Theorem 1.7. 
Thus, by the first part already proved P n L is a closed submodule of L 
and there exists a unique closed submodule P* of L* with P* n L = P n 
L. It is clear that P* O Lr* = P. Applying again twice the first part we 
obtain a one-to-one correspondence between the set of all the closed 
submodules of P and the set of all the closed submodules of P*. 
So assume that T = Q and P is closed in L*. First we show that 
P n V = CMc(Po). If  m ~ Mc(Po), there exists 0 ~ H <1 R with mH c Po 
_cP. Thus m ~ P andwe have CMc(P o) c_P N V. Take a basis {v~}j~ 0 of 
CMc(P o) over C. If P n V D CMc(P o) there exists v ~ P n V such that 
A = {vj.}j~ 0 U {v} is a linearly independent set over C. Since L* = Q ®c V 
we have that A is also Q-independent.  However, P = QMc(P o) and so 
v = E~'= lqiui, for some elements qi ~ Q and u i ~ Mc(Po). Writing each 
u; as a linear combination of the elements vj we obtain v as a linear 
combination of {vj}j~ o. This contradiction shows that CMc(P o) = P n V. 
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Now, let N be a submodule of P which is closed in P. Then N is closed 
in L*, since P is closed. So by the same argument as above CMc(N o) = N 
n V c P n V = CM¢(Po). Then N n V is a subspace of CMc(P o) and 
Q(N n V) = QMc(N o) = N. 
Conversely, let K be a subspace of CMc(P o) and put N = QK. Then 
N c_ QMc(P o) = P. We show that N is closed in P and K = N o V. 
First, assume Mc(N o) ff£ K. Take a basis {uj}~ 0 of K over C and an 
element v ~ Mc(N o) such that A = {vj} U {v} is C-independent. Hence 
A is also a Q-independent subset of L*. Since uH ___ N O c_ N = QK, for 
0 ~ H ~ R, we obtain a contradiction arguing as above. Therefore 
Mc( N o) c_ K and so QMc( N o) c_ N c_ [ N ]Q = QMc( No). Consequently, N 
is closed. Now, applying the former part we obtain N N V = CMc(N o) c_ 
K ___ N n V. Thus N n V = K and the proof is complete. 
The following consequence of Corollary 2.4 will be used next. 
COROLLARY 2.6. Let M be a centred bimodule ouer R. Then M is 
torsion-free if and only if the following condition holds: if x ~ M and J is a 
dense right Meal of R such that xJ = O, then x = O. 
Proof. If M is free over R, clearly the above condition holds. In 
general, assume that M is torsion-flee and take a free centred bimodule L 
and an epimorphism ~o: L ~ M, as in Remark 1.15. Then Ker~o is a 
closed submodule of L. Suppose x ~ M and xJ = 0, J a dense right ideal 
of R, and take y ~ L with ~o(y) = x. Then yJ c Ker ~o and so y ~ Ker ~o, 
by Corollary 2.4. Hence x = 0. The converse is clear. 
2.2. The Canonical Extension of M 
Now we come back to the general case. Let M be a centred bimodule 
over R with X = (xi) i~ a as a set of centralizing enerators. 
There always exists an extension of M to a Q-bimodule M* [22, Chap. 
IX]. But we will present here a direct way to obtain M*, independent of 
the results in the literature. 
First, let P be a right R-module. We say that P is torsion-free if the 
following condition holds: x ~ P and xJ = 0, for a dense right ideal J of 
R, imply x = 0. By Corollary 2.6 this definition agrees with the one given 
in Section 1 for centred bimodules. 
DEFINITION 2.7. A pair (M*, j) of a centred bimodule M* over Q such 
that M* is torsion-free as a right R-module and an R-bimodule homomor- 
phism j: M ~ M* is said to be a canonical torsion-free xtension of M if, 
for every right Q-module P which is torsion-free as right R-module and 
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for every homomorphism of right R-modules f :  M ~ P, there exists 
a unique homomorphism of right Q-modules f*:  M* --+ P such that 
f *o j  =f .  
We have the following 
THEOREM 2.8. For every centred bimodule M over R there exists a 
canonical torsion-free extension (M*, j). 
Proof. Let L be a free R-bimodule with the basis E = (ei) ie a and ~o: 
L--0 M the R-bimodule homomorphism defined by ~o(e i) = x i, i ~ ~.  
Denote by L* the extension of L to a free Q-bimodule with the same basis 
E and consider the canonical inclusion L ~ L* as an identification. So 
assume L _ L*. 
The submodule I = ~p-l([0] v )  is a closed submodule of L and so there 
exists a closed submodule I* of L* such that I* n L = I, by Theorem 2.5. 
Put M* -- L* / I *  and denote by ~r: L* --+ M* the canonical projection. 
Thus M* is a centred Q-bimodule with (~r(ei))i~s~ as a generating set of 
centralizing elements and rr is a Q-bimodule homomorphism. Also, since 
rr-l(0) = I* is closed we have that M* is torsion-free as an R-module. We 
can easily see that j ( x  i) = rr(ei), i ~ 1"2, induces a well-defined R-bimod- 
ule homomorphism j: M -+ M*. 
Suppose that P is a right Q-module which is torsion-free as right 
R-module and f :  M --0 P is a homomorphism of right R-modules. Every 
n ?1 - x ~ M* can be written as x = Y£,i=lar(ei)qi = F,i=lJ(xi)q i, for some x i ~ X ,  
qi E Q, i = 1, .  n .  Assume x = 0. Then E-" I* . . ,  ,=leiqi ~ and take a dense 
right ideal J of R with qi J c_ R, i = 1 . . . . .  n. We have ET= ,eiqiJ  c_ I and 
so P.'~=lxiqiJ c_ [0]g. Hence, for every a ~ J there exists a non-zero ideal 
H a of R with ~.n=lxiqiaH a = 0. It follows that En=lf(x i )q iaHa = 0. Since 
P is torsion-free as right R-module we obtain En,=lf(xi)qi = O. 
*(E n Consequently, the mapping f* :  M* ~ P defined by f i=l j (x i )qi)  = 
E" ,= l f (x i )q i  is a well-defined right Q-homomorphism such that f *o  j = f. 
The unicity of f *  is evident. 
Remark 2.9. From the proof of Theorem 2.8 is clear that ( j (x i ) ) i~  ~ is 
a set of Q-centralizing enerators of M*. We can easily see that Ker j  = 
[0] m. So we may consider M _ M* if and only if M is torsion-free. Finally, 
if M is free over R, then M* is free over Q. 
LEMMA 2.10. Under the above notation, i f  P is a Q-bimodule and f:  
M ~ P is a homomorphism of  R-bimodules, then f* :  M*  ~ P is a homo- 
morphism of  Q-bimodules. 
Proof. It is enough to show that qf (x  i) = f (x i )q ,  for every q ~ Q, 
i ~ O. Let J be a dense right ideal of R with qJ c R and take any a ~ J. 
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We have (qf(x i) - f (x i )q)a  = qf(xia) - f (x i )qa = qf(xia) - f (x iqa)  = 
qaf(x i) -- qaf(x i) = 0. Since P is tors ion-free the result follows. 
Remark 2.11. F rom Lemma 2.10 we can easily see that the extension 
(M* ,  j )  is unique up to isomorphism, where isomorphism means isomor- 
phism of pairs as usual. 
COROLLARY 2.12. Let M and M' be two centred bimodules over R and f: 
M ~ M' an R-bimodule homomorphism. Then there exists a unique homo- 
morphism of Q-bimodules f * :  M* ~ M'* such that j'o f = f*  o j, where j
and j' are canonical. 
In addition, if f is surjective (resp. injective) so is f* .  
Proof The first part  is straightforward.  Also, it is not hard to show that 
f *  is onto when f is onto. Assume that f is injective and take x = 
~.7=lj(xi)qi ~M* such that f * (x )= En=lj'of(xi)qi = 0 .  Let J be a 
dense right ideal of R such that qi J c_R, for i = 1 . . . . .  n. Thus 
n .F y~n ~i=l ) f (x iq ia )  = 0, for every a E J, and so f ( i= lx iq ia )  E [0]M, , by Re-  
mark 2.9. Let H be a non-zero ideal of R with f (~=lx iq ia )H  = 0. It 
follows that ~=lx iq iaH= 0, then ~=lx iq ia  ~ [0] M and so x J= 
~=lJ(xi)qi  J = 0. Therefore  x = 0 because M* is torsion-free. 
Now we show the following main result. 
THEOREM 2.13. For every centred bimodule M over R, the canonical 
torsion-free xtension M* of M is free over O. Moreover, if E is a basis of a 
free dense submodule L of M, then (j(e))es E is a centralizing basis of M* 
over O. 
Proof By Corol lary 2.12, the canonical  inclusion L _ M induces an 
inclusion L* _ M*,  where L* is free over Q with the basis E. We show 
that L* = M*.  It is enough to prove that for any i ~ ~ we have j (x  i) ~ L*. 
If x i is in E there is nothing to prove. So assume x i ~ E and denote  it by 
x. Then,  by the maximal i ty of E there exist x 1 . . . .  , x  n in E such that 
x 1 . . . . .  x n, x are l inearly dependent  over R. Thus there exist a l , . . . ,  a,,, 
a 4: 0, in R such that y = a~x I + . . .  +anx~ + ax = 0. For  any r ~ R we 
have ary -yra  =0 so ara i=a i ra  and hence there are c i~C with 
cia = a i, for i = 1 . . . .  ,n .  Then (c l j (x  1) + . . .  +c j (x , , )  + j(x))a = 0, so 
(c l j (x  1) + " "  +c j (x~)  + j (x ) )RaR = 0 and we obta in  j (x )  = 
-~,~= lcij(xi) ~ L*. The proof  is complete.  
As an immediate  consequence of Corol lary 2.12 and Theorem 2.13 we 
have 
COROLLARY 2.14. Let M and M' be two centred bimodules over R and 
f ,g  two R-bimodule homomo~hisms of M into M'. I f  M' is torsion free and 
f /  L = g /  L for a free dense submodule of M, then f = g. 
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2.3. General Case 
Now we will show that the correspondence of Theorem 2.5 also holds 
when M is not necessarily free over R. 
We know that M* is a free Q-bimodule with the centralizing basis 
E = (ei) i ~ A" AS in the first part of the section we denote by M~- the free 
T-bimodule with the basis E, where T is any ring of right quotients of R, 
and V = M E = ~i~ ACei • It is clear that M,~ = L is a free dense submod- 
ule of M. We denote again here by j: M --* M* the canonical mapping. 
THEOREM 2.15. Let T be any ring of right quotients of R, M a centred 
bimodule over R, and P a submodule of M~. Then there is a one-to-one 
correspondence between the following: 
(i) The set of all the submodules of M which are closed in j - l (p ) .  
(ii) The set of all the submodules of M S which are closed in P. 
(iii) The set of all the C-subspaces of CMc(P A L). 
Moreover, this correspondence associates the closed submodule N of 
j - l (p )  with the closed submodule N* of P and the subspace K of CMc(P 
L) if j - l (N  *) = N and N* = QK ¢q P. 
Proof. It follows easily from Theorems 1.7 and 2.5. 
We finish this section with some additional remarks. 
First, Theorem 2.15 gives, in particular, a one-to-one correspondence 
between the set of all the closed submodules of M, the set of all the closed 
submodules of M*, and the set of all the subspaces of V. On the other 
hand, if we factor out [0] M and, consequently, we assume that M is 
torsion-free, then the correspondence is given by intersection; i.e., N 
corresponds to N* and K if N* n M = N and N* A V = K. 
Another interesting fact we point out is that for every x ~ M there 
exists a unique representation of j (x)  as j ( x )= Y'.n=lqiei, 0 ~ qi E Q, 
e i ~ E, i = 1 . . . .  , n. Then we can define the E-support of x as supp(x) = 
{e I . . . .  , e,,}, and the E-minimality of a submodule N of M by the usual 
way and also give a description of [N] M using this concept. 
Finally, the following is not hard to prove. 
COROLLARY 2.16. Let P be a closed submodule of M and let L be a free 
dense submodule of M. Denote by P* the closed submodule of M~- with 
j - l (p . )=p.  Then we have P* = (P (3 L)* = {x ~ M~-: there exists a 
dense right ideal J of R with xJ c_ P} -- {x ~ M~: there exists a dense right 
ideal J of R with xJ c P f) L} = QMc(P (q L)  n M~-. 
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3. THE TORSION-FREE RANK OF A BIMODULE 
Before considering ring extensions we give some applications. 
Let N be a submodule of a centred bimodule M over a prime ring R. 
Following [20, Definition 1.5], we define the rank of N as the length of the 
longest possible direct sum of non-zero torsion-free sub-bimodules of N, if 
such a bound exists, or ~ in the contrary case. We denote the rank of N 
by rank (N). 
In order to give an equivalent definition of rank (N)  we begin with the 
following. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let N be any submodule of M. Then rank (N)  = rank 
([N]) = rank ([N]/[0]) ,  where [N]/[0] is a submodule of M~ [0] M. 
Proof. Since [[N]] = IN]  it is enough to show that rank (N)  = rank 
([N]/[0]) .  Let E i~ r ~ Ni G N, where N i is a torsion-free submodule of 
M for all i~ / ' .  Then we have N ,N[0]=0 and so each N i can be 
regarded as a torsion-free submodule of M~ [0] and Ei~ r ~ N, G IN]~ [0]. 
Conversely, assume that (Pi) i~r is a family of submodules of M prop- 
erly containing [0] such that Ei~r(Pi / [0])  = Ei~r  ~ (Pi/[0]) ___ [N]/[0] 
(note that every Pi/[O] is automatically torsion-free). Let L be a free 
dense submodule of M. Then P in  L is a non-zero torsion-free submodule 
of M with Ei~r(Pi  n L) = E i~r  ~ (P in  L) G [N]. (Corollary 1.8). For 
every i ~ F take a non-zero element yg ~ P in  L. So there exists a 
non-zero ideal H,. of R with 0 ~ yiHi G N. Choose a i ~ H i such that 
z i =yiai  -~ O. We can easily see that S, iE rRz iR  = E i~r  ~ RziR GN,  
where RziR is a non-zero torsion-free submodule of M. The proof is 
complete. 
The above lemma shows that to compute rank (N)  we may always 
assume that M is torsion-free and N is closed in M. 
Now, denote by (M*, j)  the canonical torsion-free xtension of M and 
by I / the  C-vector space M~. We have 
THEOREM 3.2. Let N be a closed submodule of M, N* the closed 
submodule of M* with j - l (N  *) = N, and K = N* n V. Then rank (N)= 
d imc(K) ,  where d imc(K)  denotes the dimension of K as a C-vector space. 
In particular, rank (N)  = rank (N*). 
Proof. We may assume M is torsion-free, i.e., M ___ M* and N = N* 
AM.  
Suppose Ei ~ r ~9 N, ___ N, where N i is a non-zero (necessarily torsion- 
free) submodule Of M, for all i ~ F. Let N,.* denote the extension of [N/] 
to a closed submodule of M* and put K i = N~* N V, i ~ F. We easily see 
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that F~i~r[N i] = F,i~ r • [N i] c_ N and also F,i~rN,. * = F,i~ r (9 Ni* c_ 
N*. Hence Y',i~rKi = ~'i~r (9 Ks c_ K, where K i is non-zero. It follows 
that d imc(K)  > rank (N). 
Conversely, suppose that {vi}i~ r is a linearly independent subset of K. 
Since M* = Q ®c V as Q-bimodules, we have that {vi}i~ r is a set of 
Q-centralizing elements of N* which are linearly independent over Q. Thus 
~-'i e rQV i  = '~--'i ~ r t~ Qv  i c N*. Consequently, Y"i ~ r (QVi  FI M) = Ei ~ r (9 
(Qv i (3 M) c: N and #follows that rank (N)  > dimc(K).  
Since rank (N)  equals the dimension of a vector space, properties of 
rank will follow easily from well-known properties of vector spaces. In fact, 
many of the properties obtained in [20, Section 1] can be reproved using 
this method. We give two examples. 
COROLLARY 3.3. Let N c_ P be closed submodules of M such that 
rank(N) = rank(P) < oo. Then N = P. 
Proof If K and K'  are the subspaces of V corresponding to N and P, 
respectively, we have K __c_ K'  and d imc(K)= dimc(K') .  Consequently, 
K=K'andso  N=P.  
As a second example we will reprove Proposition 1.8 of [20]. First we 
need the following. 
LEMMA 3.4. Let M be a centred bimodule over R and let N be a 
submodule of M. Then M~ N is a centred bimodule whose canonical torsion- 
free extension is ( M / N )* = M* /  N*, where M* is the canonical torsion-free 
extension of M and N* is the closed submodule of M* which corresponds 
to [N]. 
Proof The canonical mapping j: M ~ M* induces a homomorphism 
g: M/N ~ M* /N* .  If P is a right Q-module which is torsion-free as 
right R-module and f:  M/N ~ P is a homomorphism of right R- 
modules, then there exists a Q-homomorphism f ' :  M*~ P such that 
fo~-  =f 'o j ,  where zr: M ~ M/N is canonical. Since N* c_ Ker f '  we 
obtain a Q-homomorphism f*:  M*/N*  ~ P with f *  o g = f.  The result 
follows from the unicity of (M/N)* .  
COROLLARY 3.5 (cf. [20, Proposition 1.8]). Assume that N c_ P are 
submodules of a centred bimodule M. Then rank(P) = rank(N)+ 
rank(P /N) .  
Proof. Let N*, P* be the closed submodules of M* corresponding to 
[N] and [P], respectively, and put K = N* C~ V, I = P* C3 V. By Lemma 
3.1, rank(P /N)= rank([P]/[N]) .  Also, the closed submodule of 
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(M/ [N] )*  -~ M*/N*  corresponding to [P ] / [N]  is P* /N* .  Therefore 
rank(N) = d imc(K) ,  rank(P) - d imc( I ) ,  and rank(P /N)  = dimc( I  / K). 
The result follows from the relation d imc( l )  = d imc(K)  + dimc( I  / K). 
4. NON-SINGULAR AND STRONGLY CLOSED SUBMODULES 
Recall that the singular submodule Z(P)  of a right R-module P is 
defined as the set of all the elements x ~ P such that the annihilator (x)  
of x in R is an essential right ideal of R. The module P is said to be 
non-singular if Z(P)  = 0. We say that a submodule N of P is non-singu- 
lar in P if Z(P /N)  = 0 [8, pp. 30-36]. 
When M is a bimodule over R and P is a submodule of M, we consider 
P as a right R-module. So Z(P)  is the right singular submodule of P and 
is, in fact, a sub-bimodule of M. We will say simply "singular submodule" 
and "non-singular," omitting "right." Also, r(x) will denote the right 
annihilator of x in R. 
For a ring R, the singular ideal of R is the ideal Z(R),  which is the 
singular submodule of R when considered as right R-module. We say that 
R is non-singular if Z(R)  = O. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let P be a submodule of a centred bimodule M and let N be 
a submodule of P. I f  N is non-singular in P, then N is closed in P. 
Proof. Take x~[N]  e. Then x~P and xHc_N,  for 0=~H<~R.  
Hence r(x + N)  ~ H, where x + N ~ P~ N. Since R is prime, r(x + N)  
is an essential right ideal of R and so x + N ~ Z(P /N)  = 0. It follows 
that x ~ N. 
One of the purposes of this section is to study when the converse of 
Lemma 4.1 holds. We begin with the following 
LEMMA 4.2. Assume that R is a prime non-singular ring and N ~ P are 
submodules of M. Then Z(P /  N)  = IN]p~ N. 
Proof. By factoring out the submodule N we may assume N = 0. 
If x ~ [0] e, then there exists a non-zero ideal H of R with xH = O. 
Then x ~ Z(P)  and so [0]p c_ Z(P).  Assume that Z(P)  ~ [0] e and let L 
be a free dense submodule of M. By Corollary 1.8 there exists 0 ~= y = 
ale I + . . .  +ane n ~ m(Z(P)  N L), where 0 =/= a i E R and e i ~ E (E  is a 
basis of L), i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  n. We easily see that r(y)  = r(a l) is an essential 
right ideal of R and so a~ ~ Z(R)  = 0, a contradiction. 
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The following is clear: 
COROLLARY 4.3. Assume that R is a prime non-singular ring and N c P 
are submodules of M. Then N is closed in P if and only if N is non-singular in 
P. In particular, P is torsion-free if and only if P is non-singular. 
Combining Lemma 4.2 with [4, Corollary 2.5] we have 
COROLLARY 4.4. Let R be a prime non-singular ing and let I be an 
R-disjoint Meal of R[X]. Then there exists a unique monic polynomial 
fo ~ C[X] such that Z(R[X] /  I )  = ( foQ[X] (~ R[X] ) /  I, where R[X] /  I 
is considered as a right R-module. 
Now we obtain a converse of Corollary 4.3. 
LEMMA 4.5. Let N be a submodule of M which is not a torsion module. 
I f  Z (N/ [0 ]  N) = 0, then R is non-singular. 
Proof. By factoring out [0] M we may assume M is torsion-free, 
Z(N)  = 0, and N 4: 0. Let L be a free dense submodule of M and take 
O--gx~NCqL,  say x=a~e~ + " .  +ane n, 04 :a i~R,  i=  1 . . . . .  n. If 
a ~ Z(R),  then r(a) is an essential right ideal of R. Then r(xa) is also 
essential, thus xa ~ Z(N)  = 0. Therefore  a lZ(R)  = 0 and so Z(R)  = O. 
We summarize the former results in the following 
THEOREM 4.6. Let M be a centred bimodule over the prime ring R and P 
a submodule of M which is not a torsion submodule. Then the following 
conditions are equivalent: 
(i) R is non-singular. 
( i i )  Z(P/[0]p) = 0. 
(iii) Every closed submodule of P is non-singular in P. 
( iv) Z(P /  N) = [N]p/ N, for every submodule N of P. 
COROLLARY 4.7. A prime ring R is non-singular if and only if there exists 
a non-singular centred bimodule over R. 
Now we turn our attention to strongly pr ime rings. Recall that a ring R 
is said to be (right) strongly pr ime if every non-zero ideal I of R contains 
an insulator; i.e., there exists a finite set F ___ I such that Fa = 0, a ~ R, 
implies a = 0. An ideal P of R is said to be strongly pr ime if R~ P is a 
strongly pr ime ring. For more details on strongly pr ime rings and ideals 
see [15]. 
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By the results in [5, Section 3], we may expect that there exists some 
result concerning strongly prime rings similar to Theorem 4.6. To obtain 
this result we give the following definition. 
Let P be a submodule of M. A submodule N of P is said to be right 
strongly closed in P if for any submodule I of M with N c I G P there 
exists a finite set F G I such that Fa G N, a ~ R, implies a = 0. Such a 
set F will be called an insulator with respect o N. The submodule P is 
said to be strongly closed if the ideal (0) of P is strongly closed in P. 
Every strongly closed submodule of P is closed in P. Moreover, we have 
LEMMA 4.8. Assume that N cc_ P are submodules of M and N is strongly 
closed in P. Then N is non-singular in P. 
Proof. Assume Z(P /N)= I /N ,  where I D N is a submodule of P. 
Then there exists a finite set F c_ I which is an insulator with respect 
to N. For every x ~ F, A x = r(x + N)  is an essential right ideal of R, 
where x + Nc l /N .  Also, F(Nx~FAx)  C_N. Then Ox~FA,=O,  
a contradiction. 
It is easy to see that an intersection of strongly closed submodules of P 
is also a strongly closed submodule of P. Then the intersection of all the 
strongly closed submodules of P is the smallest strongly closed submodule 
of P. This submodule will be called the strongly closed radical of P and 
denoted by s(P). 
LEMMA 4.9. Assume that R is a strongly prime ring. Then for submod- 
ules N c_ P of M we have s (P /  N)  = [N]p/  N. 
Proof. Assume that I is a submodule of M with N c I __c_ P and that I 
is strongly closed in P. If [N]p ~ I, there exists a finite set F c_ [N]p + I 
such that Fa c_ I, a ~ R, implies a = 0. Clearly we may assume F ~ [N]p. 
Then for every x ~ F there exists a non-zero ideal H x of R such that 
xHx c_ N. Then F(A ,~FH, )  C_ N c_ I and so n x~rH,  -- 0, a contradic- 
tion. Consequently [ N ]p c_ I. 
Now we show that [N]p is strongly closed in P, provided R is strongly 
prime. Assume that I is a submodule of P with I ~ [N]p and let L be a 
free dense submodule of M. Then by Corollary 1.11 there exists y ~ m 
( I  n L) which is a remainder module [N]p n L. Write y = ale ~ 
+ " .  +ane ~, O~a i~R,  for i=  1 . . . . .  n. We define an ideal of R by 
H = {a ~ R; there exists y ~ I n L with supp(y) __ {e I . . . . .  en} and y(e 1) 
= a}. Since R is strongly prime, there exists F = {bl . . . . .  b t} __ H such 
that Fb = 0, b ~ R, implies b = 0. Now, for every b i ~ F there exists 
Yi ~ I n L with supp(y  i) = {e l , . . .  , en} and Yi(e 1) = bi, i = 1, 2 . . . . .  t. 
Then we have that {Yl . . . . .  y,} is an insulator with respect o [N]p which 
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is contained in I. Indeed, if b ~ R and yi b ~ [N]p, i = 1 . . . . .  t, we have 
yi b = 0, thus Fb = 0 and so b = 0. The proof is complete. 
COROLLARY 4.10. Assume that R is a strongly prime ring and N c_ P are 
submodules of M. Then N is strongly closed in P if and only if N is closed 
in P. 
In particular, putting together Lemma 4.1, Lemma 4.8, and Corollary 
4.10 we have 
COROLLARY 4.11. Assume that R is a strongly prime ring and P is a 
submodule of  M. Then the following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) P is torsion-free. 
(ii) P is non-singular. 
(iii) P is strongly closed. 
Now we prove the following converse of Corollary 4.10. 
LEMMA 4.12. Let N be a submodule of M which is not a torsion 
submodule. I f  [0] N is strongly closed in N, then R is a strongly prime ring. 
Proof. By factoring out [0] M we may assume M is torsion-free and N 
is strongly closed. Let L be a free dense submodule of M and take any 
0 4: x ~ N t~ L, say x = ale I + • • • +anen, 0 4: a i ~ R, i = 1 , . . . ,  n. Let 
H be a non-zero ideal of R and consider HxH, a non-zero submodule of 
N. By the assumption there exists an insulator F with respect to 0 
contained in HxH. Also, for every x i ~ F we have x i = Ejciixdij, cii, dij 
H. Then we easily see that {do.} _ H is an insulator in R. Thus R is 
strongly prime. 
As a direct consequence of the former results we have 
THEOREM 4.13. Let M be a centred bimodule over a prime ring R and P 
a submodule of  M. Then the following conditions are equivalent. 
(i) R is strongly prime. 
(ii) [0] e is a strongly closed submodule of P. 
(iii) Every closed submodule of P is strongly closed in P. 
(iv) s (P /  N)  = [N]e /  N, for every submodule N of P. 
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COROLLARY 4.14. A ring R is strongly prime if and only if there exists a 
strongly closed centred bimodule over R. 
5. CENTRED AND INTERMEDIATE EXTENSIONS 
Throughout his section R is again a prime ring and S is an extension of 
R. We say that S is a centred extension of R if S is a centred bimodule 
over R. That is, there exists a set of R-centralizing elements X = (xi) i ~ a 
of S such that S = Ei~ aRxi. Clearly we may assume that 1 ~ X. Closed 
and prime ideals in free centred extensions have been considered in [5]. 
Let S be a centred extension of R and let W denote a subring of S with 
R G W. Then we say that W is an intermediate xtension of R. 
An ideal I of an intermediate extension W of R is said to be R-disjoint 
if IAR=0.  The closure [I] w of an ideal I of W is defined as the 
closure of I as a submodule of W. Using Corollary 1.4 we easily see that 
the closure [I]w of an R-disjoint ideal I of W is also an R-disjoint ideal 
of W. Also, if I n R v~ 0, then [I] w = W. 
The ideal I of W is said to be closed in W if [I] w = I. It is clear that a 
proper closed ideal is always R-disjoint. All the results we have proved in 
Section 1 apply to R-disj0int ideals and closed ideals. 
To choose a free dense submodule L of S we consider a maximal 
R-independent subset E = (el) iE A of X containing 1. Thus such a free 
dense submodule contains R, the canonical torsion-free xtension S* of S 
has a basis containing 1, and Q ___ S*. As in the former sections we denote 
by V the C-vector space S~ = Ei~ACei. 
Since S* is free over Q with the basis E, the multiplication in S induces 
a multiplication in S*. We can easily see that S* is a ring and the 
canonical mapping j: S ~ S* is a ring homomorphism. For every i, k ~ A 
we have eie k ~ Vs.(Q) = V, where Vs.(Q) denotes the centralizer of Q in 
S*. Consequently V is a C-algebra with the same basis E. 
We have some problems to obtain a theorem of the type of Theorem 
2.15 for closed and R-disjoint prime ideals of W. First,' if T is any ring of 
right quotients of R, the T-submodule S~r = Ei ~ ATei of S* need not be a 
subring, in general. So we have to restrict our attention to subrings T of Q 
with the following additional property: for every e, e '~  E we have 
ee '~ S~-. We certainly can proceed with any ring of right quotients 
containing the central closure RC of R. 
Hereafter we modify our notation for simplicity. We denote by Q any 
ring of right quotients of R containing RC and by S* the ring S~ = 
E~aQei .  It is clear that VGS* ,  S* = Q ®c V, and S* is free over Q 
with the basis E. 
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There is another problem concerning R-disjoint ideals of an intermedi- 
ate extension W. If W = S it is easy to see that every R-disjoint prime 
ideal of W is closed. But we do not know if the same result holds for any 
intermediate extension. Moreover, we think the result is not true. We will 
consider the question afterwards. Meanwhile, an R-disjoint prime ideal 
which is closed will be called a closed prime ideal. 
We begin the section with the following. 
LEMMA 5.1. Let W G U be subrings of S such that W is dense in U. Then 
the correspondence of Theorem 1.7 preserues closed and closed prime ideals. 
Proof. Let P be a closed submodule of U and put P0 = P n W. If P0 
is an ideal of W, x ~ P, and y ~ U we have non-zero ideals H and F of 
R with xHGPo and Fy G W. Then FyxHGPoC_P and so yx~P,  
because P is closed. Similarly, xy ~ P. Thus P is an ideal of U if and only 
if P0 is an ideal of W. 
Now, assume that Po is prime and let A ,B  be ideals of U with 
AB GP. If x ~ [A]u, y ~ [B] U then Hx GA and yFGB,  for non-zero 
ideals H and F of R. Hence as above we obtain xy ~ P. Therefore we 
may assume that A and B are closed. Thus (A n W)(B n W) G Po and 
so either A N W G Po or B N W_  P0. It follows that either A = [An  
W]uGPorBGP.  
Conversely, assume that P is prime and A and B are ideals of W with 
AB G Po. As above we show that [A]u[B] u G P and we have either 
A GPA W=P o orB_P0 .  
Let W be an intermediate xtension of R. Then it is easy to see that 
[W] s is also a subring of S containing R. By Lemma 5.1, in the proof of 
some results we may assume that W is closed. In this case we say that W is 
a closed intermediate extension. 
We can make another simplification. Every closed ideal of W contains 
[0] w = [0] s O W. Thus, by factoring out the ideal [0] s we may assume that 
S is torsion-free. Henceforth we may consider S _ S* and the correspon- 
dence of Theorem 2.15 is given by intersection. 
Let W be an intermediate xtension of R. Then there exists a closed 
submodule W* of S* with W* n S = [W] and put W 0 = W* n V. We 
have 
LEMMA 5.2. I f  W is an intermediate extension of R, then [W], W*, and 
W o are subrings of S, S*, and V, respectively. 
Proof. We already know that [W] is a ring. If x, y ~ W 0 G W* there 
exist non-zero ideals H and F of R with xH G W and yF c_ W. Then 
xyHF=xHyFc_WGW*,hence  xy~ W* n V= W 0.Thus W 0 i sasub-  
algebra of V. The rest is clear because W* = QW o. 
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Now we can prove the following 
THEOREM 5.3. Let W be an intermediate xtension of R. Then the 
correspondence of Theorem 2.15 is a one-to-one correspondence b tween the 
following: 
(i) The set of all the closed (resp. closed prime) ideals of W. 
(ii) The set of all the closed (resp. closed prime) ideals of W*. 
(iii) The set of all the (resp. prime) ideals of W o. 
Proof. We may assume W is closed. Let P denote a closed submodule 
of W, P* the extension of P to W*, and P0 = P* n W 0. Using a similar 
argument to that in Lemma 5.2 we see that when one of the submodules 
P, P*, and P0 is an ideal so are the others. 
Assume that P is a closed prime ideal and A, B are ideals of W 0 with 
AB__.P0. Thus (QA n W)(QB N W) c_ Q(AB) N W c_P* o W= P. 
Then either QA n W ___ P or QB n W c_ P and it follows that either 
A ___ P0 or B ___ P0- Consequently P0 is prime. 
Now, assume that P0 is prime and suppose that AB ___ P*, where A and 
B are ideals of W*. Then (A n Wo)(B N W o) c Po and it follows easily 
that either A _c P* or B __c P*. 
Finally, assume that P* is prime and AB ___ P, where A and B are 
ideals of W. Suppose that there exists x ~ A \ P. As above we may 
assume that B is closed in W and let B* denote the extension of B to W*. 
For every y ~ B* there exists a dense right ideal J of R with y J _  B. 
Then xyJ c P c P* and it follows that xy ~ P*. Therefore xB* c__ P*, 
where x~P* .  Consequently B=B*  NS___P* AS=P.  The proof is 
complete. 
Remark 5.4. (i) The above theorem generalizes [5, Theorems 2.5 and 
2.71. 
(ii) Changing B by A we see that the above correspondence is also a 
one-to-one correspondence b tween closed semiprime ideals. 
(iii) It is clear that the correspondence preserves intersections also. 
Now we give some easy examples of R-disjoint prime ideals which are 
automatically closed. 
EX~',4PLE 5.5. Let W be an intermediate xtension and let P be an 
ideal of W which is maximal with respect o P n R = 0. Then it is easy to 
show that P is a closed prime ideal. 
EXAMPLE 5.6. Assume that the ring R satisfies the following condition: 
Every non-zero ideal of R contains a central element (for example, this 
condition holds if R is a PI ring). Then every R-disjoint prime ideal of W 
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is closed. Indeed, if xHuP for x~ W, 0~:H,oR,  where P is an 
R-disjoint prime ideal of W, we obtain xWcW c P for a central element 
0~c~H.  Then x~P.  
EXAMPLE 5.7. Let R be a subdirectly irreducible prime ring and let W 
be an intermediate xtension. Then every R-disjoint prime ideal of W is 
closed. In fact, if xHc_P ,  for x~ W, 0~H,oR,  take any element 
y ~ W 0 and let F be the minimal ideal of R. Then yF c_ W. Also, for 
every z = yq, q ~ Q, we have xzFHF = xyqFHF = xqFHyF c xHyF  c_ P, 
since qF c_ R. It follows easily that xWFHF c_ P and consequently x ~ P. 
In Section 7 we will consider another case in which every R-disjoint 
prime ideal is closed. 
6. SPECIAL TYPES OF PRIME IDEALS 
The purpose of this section is to study strongly prime and non-singular 
prime ideals. At the end, we also include a theorem concerning primitive 
ideals. These results are generalizations of the results in [5, Sections 3 
and 4]. 
Throughout his section W is an intermediate xtension of a prime ring 
R. In [5], we proved that if R is a prime ring of some special type (e.g., 
strongly prime, non-singular, primitive), S is a free centred extension of R, 
and P is an ideal of S which is maximal with respect o P N R -- 0, then 
S/P  is also a ring of the considered type [5, Theorems 3.1, 3.2, 4.1]. One 
of the purposes of this section is to extend these results. We have 
THEOREM 6.1. Let  R be a strongly pr ime ring and let P be an ideal o f  W 
which is maximal  with respect o P n R = O. Then P is a strongly pr ime ideal 
of W. 
Proof. Suppose that I is an ideal of W with IDP .  Then IAR  ~0 
and so there exists a finite set F c_ I n R such that Fa = O, a ~ R,  implies 
a - -0 .  We show that F is an insulator in W/P.  Put K={y~ W: 
Fy _c P}. Then K is a right ideal of W containing P. Assume, by contra- 
diction, that K D P and take a free dense submodule L of S with the 
basis E = (ei) i~A. Then since P is closed, there exists an element x 
m(K n L )  which is a remainder modulo P n L, by Corollary 1.11. Write 
X = ~n,= laiei, 0 ~ a i E R ,  e i E E, i = 1,. . . ,  n. Since Fx _c P n L we have 
Fx = 0 and so Fa i = 0, i = 1 . . . . .  n. It follows that x = 0, a contradiction. 
Consequently K = P and P is strongly prime. 
Now we consider non-singular prime ideals. A prime ideal P of W is 
said to be non-singular if IV~ P is a (right) non-singular prime ring. Right 
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annihilators of an element £ = x + P c W/  P, x ~ W, will be denoted by 
rw/e(x ) .  
THEOREM 6.2. Let R be a non-singular pr ime ring and P an ideal o f  W 
which is maximal with respect o P n R = O. Then P is a non-singular prime 
ideal. 
Proof  Assume, by contradiction, that Z(W/P)  = I /P  4: 0, where I is 
an ideal of W. Then I n R 4 :0  and we may choose any 0 4: a E I n R. 
We will reach a contradiction by showing that a ~ Z(R)  = O. 
Let J be a non-zero right ideal of R and let L be a free dense 
submodule of S with the basis E = (ei) i~ a. Since ( JW+P) /P  is a 
non-zero right ideal of IV /P  there exists x ~ JW \ P such that ax ~ P. 
Put K = {y ~ JW:  ay c P}. Then K is a right ideal of W and K D P. 
Thus we may choose x c m(K  n L )  which is a remainder modulo P N L, 
by Corollary 1.11 Also, x = Y',7=laiwi, for a i ~ J ,  w i E W, i = 1 . . . . .  n. 
Take a non-zero ideal H of R with wi l l  c W n L, for every i, and choose 
b ~ H such that xb 4: O. It is easy to see that xb = S,'n j~lb je j ,  for some 
bj ~ J, ej ~ E, j = 1 . . . . .  m. Since suppE(Xb) c_ suppE(x) , xb E K is also 
a remainder modulo P ¢5 L. Further, axb ~ P and so axb = 0. Conse- 
quently ab 1 = 0 and hence rR(a) N J 4: O. Therefore a ~ Z(R)  = O, a 
contradiction. 
Now we consider arbitrary closed prime ideals. In [5, Section 3] we 
proved that similar results hold for every R-disjoint prime ideal of a free 
centred extension S of R, provided that the basis is either a finite or a 
commuting set. We consider here any centred extension S of R with 
X = (x i ) i~ a as a set of R-centralizing generators. Recall that Vs(X)  
denotes the centralizer of X in S. 
We can obtain the following generalization of the above-mentioned 
result. 
THEOREM 6.3. Let R be a strongly pr ime ring and let W be an intermedi- 
ate extension with W c_ Vs (X  ). I f  P is a closed prime ideal o f  W, then P is a 
strongly prime ideal o f  W. 
Proof  By factoring out the ideal [0] s we may assume S is torsion-free. 
Suppose that I is an ideal of W with I D P. If I n R 4: 0, we obtain an 
insulator F ___ I n R of 14I/P, in the same way as in Theorem 6.1. So we 
may assume I n R = 0. 
Let L be a free dense submodule of S with the basis E = (ei) i~ A" Since 
P is closed there exists x ~ m( I  N L )  which is a remainder modulo 
P n L, say x = En=laiei,  0 4: a i E R,  i = 1, . . . ,  n. Then H = 6)r, ej(I n L )  
is a non-zero ideal of R and so there exists an insulator F ___ H. Put 
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F = {bl, b 2 . . . . .  b,,}. For  every 1 < i < m there exists x i = Y~=lbuej ~ I 
n L with bil = b i. Also ,  by Lemma 2.1, there exists z ~ Mc( l  n L)  such 
that x~=zb~,  for 1 < i<m,  and z is a remainder  modulo P*, the 
extension of P to W*. We show that G = {xi: 1 < i _< m} is an insulator 
in W modulo P. 
Put K = {y ~ W: Gy c_ P}. If K = P we are done. Assume that K ~ P 
and take an e lement  y ~ m(K  n L)  which is a remainder  modulo P O L. 
Then zbiy ~ P c_ P*, for 1 < i < m. Since W c_ Vs (X)  it follows that 
W* c_ Vs.(E). Hence zW*biY  = W*zbiy c_ P*, z ~ P*, and P* is prime. 
There foreb~y ~ P* O L = P N L and so b~y = 0,1 < i < m. Since y ~L 
and F is an insulator we obtain y = 0, a contradict ion.  The proof  is 
complete.  
The corresponding result for non-s ingular  pr ime ideals is the following. 
THEOREM 6.4. Let R be a non-singular prime ring and let W be an 
intermediate xtension of  R with W c_ Vs(X) .  I f  P is a closed prime ideal o f  
W, then P is a non-singular prime Meal. 
Proof By factor ing out the ideal [0] s we may assume that S torsion- 
free. Assume that Z(W/P)= I /P  ~ O, where I is an ideal of W. If 
I n R 4= 0 we arrive to a contradict ion in the same way as in Theorem 6.2. 
So we consider the case I n R = 0. 
Let L be a free dense submodule  of S with the basis E = (e~)i ~ a. Then 
there exists x = Y'Y ,= ~aie ~ ~ m( I  N L )wh ich  is a remainder  modulo P n L, 
where 0 -4; a i ~ R, e~ ~ E, 1 < i < n. We show that a I ~ Z(R)  = 0, a 
contradict ion.  
Let J be a non-zero ideal of R and consider the non-zero ideal 
( JW + P) /P  of W/P.  Then there exists y ~ JW \ P such that xy ~ P. 
Thus K = {w ~ JW: xw ~ P} is a right ideal of W and K D P. Therefore  
there exists y ~ m(K n L)  which is a remainder  modulo P n L. Also, as 
in the proof  of Theorem 6.2 we show that we may choose y ~ JE. Finally, 
by Lemma 2.1 there exists z ~ Mc( I  n L )  with za 1 = x. We have za ly  c 
Pc_P*  and so zW*a ly  = W'zany  c_P*, since W* c_ Vs.(E). Conse- 
quently a~y ~ P* N L = P n L, thus aly  = 0 and so r(a~) n J -4= O. We 
obtain a I ~ Z(R) ,  a contradict ion.  The proof  is complete.  
It is not surpris ing that in Theorem 6.3 we proved that an R-disjoint 
pr ime ideal is strongly pr ime only for closed ideals. In fact, we have 
PROeOSmON 6.5. Assume that P is a strongly prime ideal o f  an interme- 
diate extension W of  R such that P n R = 0. Then R is a strongly prime ring 
and P is closed. 
Proof. I f  H is a non-zero ideal of R, then WHW is a non-zero ideal of 
W which is not conta ined in P. Then there exists a finite set F c_c_ WHW 
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such that Fx c_ P, x ~ W, implies x ~ P. Also, every yj ~ F c_ WHW c_ S 
can be written as yj. = Y'.ixiai/, for some elements aij E H. Thus {ao.} c_ H 
is an insulator in R. 
Now, assume that [P]  3 P. Then there exists a finite set F c [P]  such 
that Fx c P, x ~ W, implies x ~ P. However, since F is finite there exists 
0 ~ H <1 R with FH c_ P and H g; P. The contradiction shows that P is 
closed. 
The corresponding of Proposit ion 6.5 for non-singular ideals is the 
following. 
PROPOSITION 6.6. Assume that there exists a closed non-singular prime 
ideal P of W. Then R is a non-singular prime ring. 
Proof. Suppose that A and B are ideals of R with AB = 0. Then 
AWBWc_ABS = 0, so either AWc_P  or BWc_P  and it follows that 
either A = 0 or B = 0. Thus R is prime. 
Take a ~ Z(R)  and let J be a right ideal of W with J D P. Choose an 
element x = ale I q- "'" +ane n ~ m(J  n L)  which is a remainder modulo 
P O L, where L is a free dense submodule of  S with the basis E = (e i )  i E A, 
0 ~ a i ~ R for 1 < i < n, and consider the right ideal 6)r,e~(J N L) of R. 
Then there exists 0 ~ c ~ 6)r,e~(J n L) such that ac = 0. Also, there 
exists y = c le  1 + • • • +cnen ~ J O L with c 1 = c. Assume that ay = acse s
+ ""  +ac~e~, where acj --# 0 for s < j  < n. Since csR --/: 0 there exists 
b ~ R such that c~b --/: 0 and ac~b = 0. Thus 0 ~: yb ~ J n L and ayb -- 
ac~+lbe~+ ~ + " .  +ac~be~. Repeat ing the argument we find an element 
z ~ J o L with supp(z)  = supp(y)  and az = 0. Consequently, r~w/p~(a + 
P) O ( J /P )  --/: 0 and we have a ~ P n R = 0. Then Z(R)  = 0 and the 
proof  is complete. 
As a direct consequence of the former results we have the following 
corollaries. 
COROLLARY 6.7. Let W be an intermediate xtension of R. Then R is 
strongly prime (resp. non-singular prime) if and only if every ideal P of W 
which is maximal with respect to P N R = 0 is a strongly prime (resp. 
non-singular prime) ideal. 
COROLLARY 6.8. Let W be an intermediate xtension of R with W c_ 
Vs(X). An R-disjoint prime ideal P of W is strongly prime if and only if R is 
strongly prime and P is closed. 
COROLLARY 6.9. Let W be an intermediate xtension of R with W c_ 
Vs( X) .  Then R is non-singular prime if and only if every closed prime ideal of 
W is non-singular. 
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Combining the above results with Examples 5.6 and 5.7 we have 
COROLLARY 6.10. Let W be an intermediate xtension of R with W c_ 
l/s( X).  Assume that one of the following conditions is fulfilled. 
( i )  W = S. 
(ii) Every non-zero ideal of R contains a central element. 
(iii) R is subdirectly irreducible. 
Then R is strongly prime (resp. non-singular) if and only if every R-disjoint 
prime ideal o s W is strongly prime ( resp. non-singular). 
Remark 6.11. (i) An example given in [6, Example 2.6] shows that 
Theorem 6.3 is not true if the condition W c Vs(X)  is not assumed. We 
could not find a similar example for Theorem 6.4. Thus the corresponding 
question for non-singular prime ideals is still open. 
(ii) We do not know if every non-singular R-disjoint prime ideal of 
W is always closed. This is true for strongly prime ideals (see Propositions 
6.5 and 6.6). 
(iii) We did not succeed in proving that if W c Vs(X), then every 
prime ideal P of W with P n R = 0 is closed. 
To finish this section we prove the result corresponding to Theorems 6.1 
and 6.2 for primitivity. This result is a partial extension of [5, Theorem 
4.1]. Recall that an ideal P of W is said to be (right) primitive if there 
exists a maximal right ideal N of W such that (N: W)= {x ~ W: 
Wx c N} = P, where (N: W) is the largest ideal of W contained in N. 
THEOREM 6.12. Let R be a primitive ring and let P be an ideal of W 
which is maximal with respect to P n R = O. Then P is a primitive ideal 
of W. 
Proof. Let J be a maximal right ideal of R with (J: R) = 0. We show 
that ( JW + P) n R = J. Assume, by contradiction, that ( JW + P) n R = 
R. Then there exist x ~ JW, y ~ P such that x + y = 1. Write x as a 
linear combination of the centralizing generators (x;)i~ n of S with 
coefficients in R. We easily see that we may put x = Y'.']=oaiXi, where 
a i ~ J for 0 < i < n and x 0 denotes the identity of R. Consequently, there 
n exists y = Ei=oCiXi ~ P such that c o ~ J and c; ~ J for 1 < i < n. Let L 
be a free dense submodule of S with the basis E = (ei)v~ A and let H be 
a non-zero ideal of R with yH c L. If Coil c_ J, using coR + J = R we 
easily obtain H ___J. Therefore there exists b ~ H such that cob ~ J. 
Hence, changing y by yb we see that we may assume y = b o + b~e~ 
+ . . .  +bte t~PnL ,whereb  0~Jand0~b i~ J fo r i - -  1 . . . . .  t. Also 
we may assume that t is minimal with respect to this conditions. Take 
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F ~ Min(P O L) such that F c {e0, e I . . . .  , et}. It follows that there exists 
some i, say 1, such that e I ~ F and consider the ideal Or, et(P N L). Since 
(J: R) = 0 we have Or. ej(P n L) ~ J. So we can find an element z ~ P n 
L with supp(z) = F and z I = z(e l) f~ J. 
On the other hand, boR + J = R and so b0Rz ~ i / J .  Hence there exists 
r ~ R with borz ~ ~ J. Then the element v = yrz! - blrz ~ P n L and it 
can be easily seen that v o = v(e o) ~ J, v I = v(e 1) = 0, and v(e i) ~ J for 
2 < i < t. This contradicts the minimality of t. 
Therefore ( JW + P) N R = J. Thus there exists a right ideal N of W 
which is maximal with respect o N D_ ( JW + P) and N N R --- J. Clearly 
N is a maximal right ideal of W. Also (N: W) N R c (J: R) = 0 and so 
(N: W) = P. The proof is complete. 
7. SOME FINITENESS ASSUMPTIONS 
In this section, we first consider intermediate xtensions of finite rank. 
Note that if S is finitely generated over R (a liberal extension, according to 
[21]) and W is an intermediate xtension, then rank (W) < oo. The study 
of this situation is contained in [20]. 
Now, let S be an arbitrary centred extension of R and let W be an 
intermediate xtension. We say that W is of finite rank if rank (W) < oo. 
As usual, in this section we denote by S* the canonical torsion-free 
extension of S and by V the corresponding C-vector space. Also, W* 
denotes the extension of the closed subring W of S to S* and we put 
Wo=W*AV.  
The prime (resp. strongly prime, Jacobson) radical of a ring B will be 
denoted by P(B)  (resp., s(B), J(B)). 
We begin this section with the following. 
THEOREM 7.1. Let W be an intermediate xtension of finite rank of R 
with [0] w = 0. Then the prime radical of W is nilpotent and is a finite 
intersection of minimal prime ideals. The minimal prime ideals of W are 
precisely those ideals of W which are maximal with respect o having zero 
intersection with R. 
Proof. By factoring out from S the ideal [0] s we may assume S is 
torsion-free. First we assume that W is closed in S. By assumption, 
dimc(W0) < :o Then there exists a finite set of minimal prime ideals 
{K l . . . . .  K,} of W 0 such that the prime radical B = P(W o) is equal to 
177=1Ki and B m = 0, for some integer number m >_ 1. Also, Pi = QKi n 
W is a closed prime ideal of W, i = 1 , . . . ,n ,  such that A = QB n W = 
f7 i'=lPi and A m = 0. Hence we can easily see that A is the prime radical 
of W and {PI . . . . .  P,} is the set of all the minimal prime ideals of W. 
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Suppose there exists an ideal I of W with Pi c_ I and I n R = 0. We 
may assume that such an ideal I is maximal with respect to I n R = 0. 
Hence I* n V D_ P* n V = K i and therefore I* n V = K i. It follows that 
I=P  i. 
In general, if W is any intermediate extension of finite rank we consider 
[W] s. Applying Lemma 5.1 it is easy to complete the proof using similar 
arguments as above. 
COROLLARY 7.2. Let W be an intermediate extension of finite rank of R. 
Then every R-disjoint prime ideal of W is closed. 
Proof. Assume that P is any R-disjoint prime ideal of W. If x ~ W 
and xH = 0, for 0 4= H <J R, we have x(HS n W) = 0. Thus x ~ P since 
HS n W is an ideal of W which is not contained is P. Consequently, 
[0]w c_ P and, by factoring out from S the ideal [0] s, we may assume 
[0]w = 0. 
Using the same notation as in the proof of Theorem 7.1 we have that 
there exists 1 < i<n such that P_Pr  Hence P=P i  is closed, by 
Example 5.5. 
Since now we know that every R-disjoint prime ideal of W is closed, it is 
easy to repeat the arguments of the proof of Theorem 7.1 to obtain the 
following. 
COROLLARY 7.3. Let W be an intermediate extension of finite rank of R 
and let I be a closed ideal of W. Then the prime radical of I4"/I is nilpotent 
and is a finite intersection of R-disjoint prime ideals of W~ I. 
As an immediate consequence of Theorems 6.1, 6.2, and 6.12 we have 
COROLLARY 7.4. Let W be an intermediate extension of finite rank of a 
strongly prime (resp. non-singular prime, primitive) ring R. Then every 
R-disjoint prime ideal of W is strongly prime ( resp. non-singular, primitive). 
In particular, in the first case s(W) = P(W)  and in the latest case J (W) = 
P(W).  
Now we consider another finiteness assumption. Let S be a centred 
extension of R with X = (xi)i~ a as a set of R-centralizing enerators. 
We say that S is an almost finite centred extension of R if there exists a 
finite commuting subset {x 1 . . . . .  x,,} of X such that S o = R[x l . . . . .  x,,] is 
a dense subring of S, where R[x l , . . . ,  x,,] denotes the submodule of S 
generated by all the elements of the type x~ ~ .. • x,,i", ij >_ O. 
THEOREM 7.5. Assume that S is an almost finite centred extension of R 
and let I be a closed Meal of S. Then the prime radical of S / I is nilpotent 
and is a finite intersection of minimal prime ideals of S~ I all of which are 
R-disjoint. 
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Proof. By factoring out the ideal I we may assume I = 0 and S is 
torsion-free. Let L be a free dense submodule of S O = R[x~ . . . . .  x n] with 
a basis E contained in the set {x~ j • .. x/-} of generators of S 0. Then L is 
also a free dense submodule of S and we have S* = S~' = L* is free over 
Q with the basis E. Then S* is a homomorphic image Q[x~ . . . . .  x~] of a 
polynomial ring over Q in a finite number of indeterminates and also 
V= C[x~ . . . . .  x~]. Hence V is a noetherian ring and so there exists a 
finite family {K~ . . . .  , Kt} of minimal prime ideals of V such that the prime 
radical B of V equals n~=lKi and B m = 0 ,  for some integer number 
m _> 1. Then Pi = QKi n S is an R-disjoint prime ideal of S, 1 _< i _< t, 
with P(S) = n ~=lPi and P(S) m = 0. The proof can easily be completed 
as in Theorem 7.1. 
COROLLARY 7.6. Assume that R is a strongly prime (resp. primitive) 
ring and S is an almost finite centred extension of R. I f  I is a closed ideal of 
S, then s (S /  I) = P (S /  I) (resp. J (S /  I)  = P (S /  I)). 
Proof. Using the same notation as in Theorem 7.5 we have that 
C[x~,..., xn] is a commutative Jacobson ring. Then every ideal K i is an 
intersection of maximal ideals of V. It follows that Pi is an intersection of 
ideals of S which are maximal with respect to having zero intersection 
with R. So it is enough to apply Theorem 6.1 (resp. Theorem 6.12). 
Remark 7.7. Assume that S is an almost finite extension of R. If R is 
strongly prime (resp. non-singular prime), then every R-disjoint prime 
ideal of S is strongly prime (resp. non-singular). In fact, Theorem 6.3 
(resp. Theorem 6.4) shows that this is true for the R-disjoint prime ideals 
of So. Now, it is not difficult to prove that if P is an R-disjoint prime ideal 
of S and P N S o is strongly prime (resp. non-singular), then P is strongly 
prime (resp. non-singular). 
8. SOME ADDITIONAL APPLICATIONS 
The purpose of this section is to give some applications of the former 
results. Throughout, R is any ring (not necessarily prime) and S is a 
centred extension of R. 
If P is a prime ideal of S, then P n R is a prime ideal of R. Hence, to 
study S/P  we may factor out from R and S the ideals PAR and 
(P N R)S (or even P), respectively. So we may assume that R is a prime 
ring and P is an ideal of S with P N R -- 0. Then, as a direct application 
of Corollaries 6.8, 6.9, and 7.4 we obtain the following extension of [5, 
Theorem 3.3]. 
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THEOREM 8.1. Let R be any ring and let S be a centred extension of R 
with X as a set of R-centralizing enerators. Assume that one of the following 
conditions is fulfilled. 
(i) X is a commuting set. 
(ii) rankn/pn R(S/  P) < oo, for every prime ideal P of S. 
I f  every prime ideal of R is strongly prime ( resp. non-singular) the same is 
true of S. 
We say that every prime ideal of R can be extended to S if for every 
prime ideal P of R there exists a prime ideal I of S with I n R = P. 
Note that this is the case when S is a free centred extension of R. If every 
prime ideal of R can be extended to S, then the converse of Theorem 8.1 
also holds. 
Another application is the following. 
PROPOSITION 8.2. Let S be a centred extension of R. Then s(S) n R D_ 
s(R). In addition, if every prime ideal of R can be extended to S, then 
s(S) n R = s(R). 
Proof If P is a strongly prime ideal of S, by factoring out from R the 
ideal P n R and applying Proposition 6.5 we obtain s(R)c_ P. Thus 
s(R) c_ s(S) n R. 
Now, if P is a strongly prime ideal of R and P can be extended to S, we 
take an ideal I of S which is maximal with respect to I n R = P. By 
Theorem 6.1, I is strongly prime. This completes the proof. 
Remark 8.3. (i) Applying similar arguments to those used in the proof 
of Proposition 6.6 we can prove that Z(R)  c_ Z(S)  n R. It is easy to see 
that Z(R)  = Z(S)  n R, provided that S is a free centred extension of R. 
(ii) As in Proposition 8.2 we can prove that if every prime ideal of R 
can be extended to S, then J (S) n R c_ J(R). 
(iii) Similarly we obtain that P(R)  c_ P(S)  n R and the equality holds 
provided that every prime ideal of R can be extended to S. 
It seems to be very difficult to study prime ideals of an intermediate 
extension W. To apply our results it should be necessary to reduce to the 
R-disjoint case. If P is a prime ideal of W, we cannot factor out 
convenient ideals of R, W, and S so that in the new situation the image of 
P is R-disjoint. This is possible, for example, if S is a liberal extension of 
R [20, Theorem 3.2]. 
To finish this paper we include here a case in which this is possible. 
THEOREM 8.4. Assume that R is a ring such that every prime factor of R 
is subdirectly irreducible, S is a centred extension of R, and W is an 
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intermediate xtension. If  P is a prime ideal of W, then P N R is a prime 
ideal of R and there exists a prime ideal I of S such that I (3 R = P N R and 
INWc_P .  
Proof. With minor modifications, the proof is the same as that of [20, 
Theorem 3.2]. We use the same notation as in [20] to indicate the changes. 
We cannot use rank. Regardless, we have TX ~ P, and this easily implies 
that (Pt ~ K) n T = Pt. Also, Pt ~ K is a dense submodule of S and so 
SY ~ Pt ~ K, where Y is the smallest ideal of R. The result follows. 
From Corollary 6.10, the following is clear. 
COROLLARY 8.5. Assume that R is a ring such that every prime factor of 
R is subdirectly irreducible, S is a centred extension of R with X as a 
centralizing generator set, and W is an intermediate xtension with W c_ 
Vs(X). Then if every prime ideal of R is strongly prime (resp. non-singular) 
the same is true of W. 
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